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About This Game

Simple, minimalist and difficult. Two Digits is a perfect blend between insanity and happiness.

The objective is simple. You are given 9 numbers less than 100, and a 5d3b920ae0
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u201cTwo Digitsu201d is a decent game with an interesting objective and a LOT of levels. Thankfully thereu2019s a Guide to
help you get the answers quickly for an easy Perfect game recorded for your Steam profile.
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=447371984 Afterwards you can leave the game open, be it to play
Random Mode, where the game comes up with randomly generated numbers to solve the objective (you can even chose what
numbers will show up, as long as the minimum is 29), listen to the relaxing music further, or absolutely nothing; itu2019ll be all
for the sake of those free Trading Card drops offered. Speaking of, the Badges, profile backgrounds and emoticons are decent-
looking, too; itu2019ll be up to you deciding if theyu2019ll be worth using but nothing like more easy XP for your profile to
boot.
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